In the framework quotient algebra partition, a general methodology is introduced to construct fault tolerant encodes for an arbitrary action in an error-correcting code.
Introduction
Quantum computer is proven theoretically to possess greater computational power than its classical counterpart [1, 2] . This prowess is expected to be presented in a reliable largescale hardware against an error-prone environment. Fault tolerance computation is essential towards this aim, during which the scheme of error correction plays the central role [3] [4] [5] . In current attempts of realizing fault tolerance quantum computation, transversal encodes are the main focus [6, 7] .
In this work, fault tolerant encodes for an action are constructed in the framework called Quotient Algebra Partition (QAP). Originally sketched in 2005 [8] , a QAP is a partition over a Lie algebra that consists of abelian subspaces closed under commutation relations. Inheriting algebraic features and geometric properties of Lie algebras and Lie groups [9, 10] , the QAP structure manifests their combinatorial traits [8, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Through an isomorphism, the code [n, k, C] of a stabilizer C acquires a partition from the framework and is viewed a quantum extension of a Hamming code. Given the code [n, k, C], the error correction is depicted in the partition structure. Resorting to a spinor-to-spinor transformation Q † en ∈ SU (2 n ), the partition [n, k, C] is mapped to the so-called intrinsic coordinate. In this special coordinate, multiple choices of the fault tolerant versionÛ ∈ SU (2 n ) are composed for a k-qubit action. Then, via Q en , i.e., an encoding, a fault tolerant encode U = Q enÛ Q † en is delivered to the code. This article is self-contained, and explicit examples are offered pedagogically in [16] .
QAP Structure
To portray the structure QAP, it needs a language of convenience for spinors [11, 12] . where α is termed as the binary partitioning string or the bit string and ζ the phase string of S ζ α , a i , ǫ i ∈ Z 2 and i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Specifically, the Pauli matrices are rewritten as S 0 0 = I, S 1 0 = σ 3 , S 0 1 = σ 1 and −iS 1 1 = σ 2 . Two instances are given for example S 010 101 = σ 1 ⊗ σ 3 ⊗ σ 1 and −iS 0100 0111 = I ⊗ σ 2 ⊗ σ 1 ⊗ σ 1 . Lemma 1 The multiplication of spinors S ζ α and S η β ∈ su(2 n ) turns into additions of binary strings
Proof. The derivation is straightforward [11] . In Eq. 2.3, the addition of two binary strings is a bitwise addition, and the exponent η · α = n i=1 σ i a i is the inner product of two strings of the same length, η = σ 1 σ 2 · · · σ n and α = a 1 a 2 · · · a n ∈ Z n 2 . An immediate implication is the commutability of two generators
The parity condition indicates that the two spinors commute if η·α+ζ·β = 0, 2 or anticommute if η · α + ζ · β = 1, 3.
A spinor can act on states.
Lemma 2 A spinor S ζ α maps a basis state of n qubits into another S ζ α |β = (−1) ζ·(β+α) |β + α .
(2.5)
Proof. Similarly, refer to [11] for its plain derivation. Being a generator of the algebra su(2 n ), the spinor S ζ α is also a group action in SU (2 n ), thanks to the exponential mapping i(−i) ζ·α S ζ α = e i π 2 (−i) ζ·α S ζ α , cf. Lemma 16.
Nota Bene A spinor (−i) ζ·α S ζ α , multiplied by the phase (−i) ζ·α , is hermitian, i.e., ((−i) ζ·α S ζ α ) † = (−i) ζ·α S ζ α , and involutory ((−i) ζ·α S ζ α ) 2 = S 0 0 [11, 12] . To retain the hermiticity, the inner product ζ · α counts the number of occurences of the 1-qubit component S 1 1 in an n-qubit spinor S ζ α = n i=1 S ǫi ai , and the accumulated exponent ζ ·α of the phase (±i) ζ·α is modulo 4. While, this phase is often omitted if no confusion arises.
The equivalence of two string additions and a spinor product suggests an operation [11, 12] .
Definition 2
The bi-addition ⋄ is an additive operation on the Lie algebra su(2 n ) S ζ α ⋄ S η β = S ζ+η α+β (2.6) that yields the bi-additive S ζ+η α+β of two spinors S ζ α and S η β ∈ su(2 n ). With this operation, an algebraic structure in su(2 n ) is defined.
Definition 3 A set of spinors B in su(2 n ) forms a bi-subalgebra under the bi-addition if S ζ+η α+β ∈ B for every pair S ζ α and S η β ∈ B. The algebra su(2 n ) is a bi-subalgebra of itself and isomorphic to the additive group Z 2n 2 . A bisubalgebra B is abelian if every pair of spinors in B commute, or nonabelian if otherwise. Only abelian bi-subalgebras [12, 13] are considered in this article. Refer to [14] for the examination of nonabelian bi-subalgebras. A maximal abelian subalgebra of su(2 n ), referred to as a Cartan subalgebra and denoted as C [11, 12] , is a seed to generate partitions over su(2 n ). A Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ) is patently a bi-subalgebra isomorphic to Z n 2 under the bi-addition. Being an equivalence to a subgroup of Z n 2 , a bi-subalgebra of the k-th maximum of C is defined [12, 13] .
Definition 4 A bi-subalgebra of the k-th maximum B [k] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ) is a proper maximal bi-subalgebra of a bi-subalgebra of the (k − 1)-th maximum B [k−1] ⊂ C, k = 1, 2, · · · , n.
By this definition, a Cartan subalgebra C is an improper maximal bi-subalgebra, i.e. the 0th maximal bi-subalgebra of itself. A k-th maximal bi-subalgebra B [k] of C is also an (n + k)-th maximal bi-subalgebra of su(2 n ). As will be unfolded in the proof of Lemma 5, there have nonunique Cartan subalgebras as a superset of a bi-subalgebra. Significantly, a stabilizer is an abelian bi-subalgebra.
Lemma 3
The stabilizer C of a stabilizer code [n, k, C] is a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ), and a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra B [k] of C corresponds to the stabilizer of a stabilizer code [n, k, C].
Proof. To prove this lemma, it needs an assertion that an abelian set of spinors is a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra B [k] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ) iff this set is sized 2 n−k and is closed under the bi-addition. The key of affirming the assertion lies in the fact that, given C being isomorphic to Z n 2 under the bi-addition, a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra B [k] of C is isomorphic to a k-th maximal subgroup of Z n 2 , referring to [13] for the detailed discussion. A stabilizer is closed under the multiplication and an abelian bi-subalgebra is closed under the bi-addition. Since the multiplication of two spinors (−i) ζ·α S ζ α · (−i) η·β S η β = (−1) η·α (−i) ζ·α+η·β S ζ+η α+β differs from their bi-additive simply by a phase, the isomorphism C = B [k] between the two structures of a same size is established. Specifically, the isomorphism transformation, from the vector space of algebraic generators to the manifold of group actions, is the aforesaid exponential mapping i(−i) ζ·α S ζ α = e i π 2 (−i) ζ·α S ζ α . That is, a spinor serves both the roles of an algebraic generator and a group action.
The QAP structure is conceived in closures.
Lemma 4
Every k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ) can generate a partition over su(2 n ) consisting of a number 2 n+k of cosets of C, where every pair of cosets W ω and W ς , ω and ς ∈ Z n+k 2 , obey the closure under the operation of bi-addition ⋄
(2.7)
Proof. A such structure is known as a bi-subalgebra partition [11] [12] [13] . Spinors of su(2 n ) form an abelian group under the bi-addition and C is a subgroup sized 2 n−k . Thus, there are in total a number 2 n+k of cosets and each of them W ω = {S η+ζ β+α }, indexed with a binary string ω ∈ Z n+k 2 , is acquired by the bi-addition of S η β / ∈ C with all S ζ α ∈ C. Initially given
β3+α } is determined with the biaddition of the two preceding cosets, i.e., S η3 β3 = S η1+η2 β1+β2 . Obviously, these 4 cosets are related in accord with the closure of Eq. 2.7.
Let the process move on. By constructing the 4th coset
β7+α } are further determined, with the assignment S ηm βm = S ηm+η4 βm+β4 and ωm = ω m + ω 4 for 0 ≤ m ≤ 3 andm = m + 4. This process is the so called predecision rule [11] [12] [13] , that is, given a number 2 p−1 of cosets W ωm , initiated from C = W 0 , the same number of new cosets are determined through the bi-addition S
Assume that the first 2 p−1 cosets W ωm = {S ηm+ζ βm+α } satisfy the closure of Eq. 2.7. Without loss of generality, let each of them be indexed with a concatenation ω m = 0 • υ m of the (n + k − p)-digit string of all zeros 0 and a p-digit string υ m = ǫ m1 · · · ǫ mp , ǫ ml ∈ Z 2 , βm+β l +α+ᾱ ∈ W ωm+ωl , herem = m + q,l = l + q, 0 ≤ m, l < 2 p−1 , and ωm + ωl = (ω m + ω q ) + (ω l + ω q ) = ω m + ω l . Likewise, since the bi-additive of two spinors from W ωm and W ωl belongs to W ωm+ωl indexed with ω m + ωl = ω m + (ω l + ω q ), these three cosets obey Eq. 2.7. Therefore, the closure of Eq. 2.7 is fulfilled for all the 2 p cosets.
There comes forth the notion of syndrome.
Definition 5
Given an ordered set of a number n− k of independent spinors S C = {S ζr αr : r = 1, 2, · · · , n−k} chosen from a bi-subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ), the syndrome of a spinor S η β ∈ su(2 n ) with respect to S C is an (n − k)-digit binary string τ = ǫ 1 ǫ 2 · · · ǫ n−k orderly concatenated by the parities ǫ r = η · α r + ζ r · β ∈ Z 2 .
The independence among spinors is referred to as being independent under the bi-addition. And, when the syndrome of a spinor is addressed, an ordered set S C of detection operators is assumed. By tagging the feature of syndrome on each spinor in a partition, a refined version of closure emerges.
Lemma 5
The partition generated by a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra in su(2 n ) groups into a number 2 n−k of blocks, each of which consists of 2 2k cosets of a same syndrome, and the closure under the bi-addition ⋄
holds for every pair of cosets W τ, µ and W υ, ν in blocks
Proof. Given an ordered set S C of n − k independent members taken from C by Definition 5, there are in total 2 n+k spinors sharing a same syndrome τ ∈ Z n+k 2 , against S C , that form a block Γ τ . Since all 2 n−k spinors of a coset of C exhibit an identical syndrome, a block Γ τ = µ∈Z 2k 2 W τ, µ comprises a number 2 2k of cosets. Each coset W τ, µ is subscripted with a block index τ ∈ Z n−k 2 and a coset index µ ∈ Z 2k 2 . The single subscript ω ∈ Z 2k 2 of a coset W ω of Eq. 2.7 then can be optionally written as the concatenation ω = τ • µ.
The cosets of the seed block Γ 0 = µ∈Z 2k 2 W 0, µ of syndrome 0 conform with the relation of Eq. 2.8 owing to the closure of Eq. 2.7 within this block, i.e., W 0, µ ⋄ W 0, ν = W 0, µ+ν . Resorting to the predecision rule, a number 2k of spinors, respectively chosen from the same number of independent cosets in Γ 0 − C, span a Lie algebra isomorphic to su(2 k ), referring to [11, 12] and the proof of Lemma 12. Spinors of this algebra are often regarded as the elementary operation.
A block Γ τ = S τ,0 ⋄ Γ 0 other than Γ 0 is bred through the bi-addition of every spinor in
As a result, the bi-addition of two cosets W τ, µ = S τ,0 ⋄ W 0, µ and W υ, ν = S υ,0 ⋄ W 0, ν equals the coset S τ +υ,0 ⋄ W 0, µ+ν = W τ +υ, µ+ν , S τ +υ,0 ∈ W τ +υ, 0 . This affirms Eq. 2.8.
Remark supplementarily to Lemma 4 on nonunique Cartan subalgebras as a superset of an abelian bi-subalgebra. In the partition generated by an (n + k)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B [k] = C of su(2 n ) under the bi-addition, there exist a number 2 2k of cosets W 0, µ ⊂ Γ 0 commuting with C, µ ∈ Z 2k 2 . Thus, there appear a number 2 2k − 1 of (n + k − 1)-th maximal bi-subalgebras C ∪W 0, µ =0 as a superset of C. Recursively, there find at the t-th step a number t u=1
of (n + k − t)-th maximal bi-subalgebras including C, 1 ≤ t ≤ k. Finally as t = k, it attains in total a number k u=1
of Cartan subalgebras being a superset of C, referring to [13] for the detailed proof.
Theorem 1 The Lie algebra su(2 n ) admits the structure of quotient algebra partition Particularly notice that this structure exists in every Lie algebra su(N ), the dimension N not being restricted to a power of 2 [11] [12] [13] .
In brief, a QAP [11] [12] [13] is a partition over su(N ) consisting of conditioned subspaces, descendants of cosets divided, closed under the commutation relation as above, referring to Fig. 1 . This closure is further generalized to the operation of tri-addition [13] that enables algorithmic and exhaustive productions of algebraic decompositions and resulted factorizations of group actions. Catching these decompositions and factorizations is essential to optimized architecture devisings of quantum computing. Of significance is the universality of the QAP structure to all Lie algebras [14] . The QAP generated by a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra in su(2 n ), τ, υ ∈ Z n−k 2 , µ, ν ∈ Z k 2 and ǫ, σ ∈ Z 2 , consisting of conditioned subspaces closed under the commutation relation of Theorem 1 and the tri-addition [11] [12] [13] , C being paired with a null subspace W 0 0, 0 = {0}.
Corollary 1 A stabilizer code denoted as [n, k, C] = {P Q (C)} is a QAP generated by a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra in su(2 n ).
Proof. On grounds of the exponential mapping i(−i) ζ·α S ζ α = e i π 2 (−i) ζ·α S ζ α , each algebraic generator S ζ α of su(2 n ) is transformed into a group action of the same form in SU (2 n ). Through this isomorphism, the stabilized code [n, k, C] inherits the structure {P Q (C)} as the partition required. An abelian subspace in this partition consequently converts into an abelian subset of the code, but legitimately still named an abelian subspace.
In the following, a stabilized code [n, k, C] is thus called a partition and is reckoned a quantum extension of a Hamming code [n, k]. Explicitly, each coset C τ of [n, k] grows into a block Γ τ in [n, k, C], and every element of C τ , a binary string of length n, expands to a coset of Γ τ , τ ∈ Z n−k 2 , cf. Lemma 10. A great importance is the duality of partitions of operators and states. Theorem 2 Given an ordered set of a number n − k of independent spinors S C = {S r : r = 1, 2, · · · , n−k} from a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra in su(2 n ), the space of n-qubit states admits a decomposition H = τ ∈Z n−k 2 H τ , where each H τ , formed by states |ψ satisfying S r |ψ = (−1) ǫr |ψ , is an eigen-invariant subspace of C with the syndrome τ = ǫ 1 ǫ 2 · · · ǫ n−k , ǫ r ∈ Z 2 , and also an invariant subspace of the seed block Γ 0 , i.e.,
Proof. Since spinors in C are pairwise commuting and individually diagonalizable with eigenvaules +1 and −1, the space of n-qubit states admits a spectral decomposition H = λ H λ of disjoint eigenspaces H λ of a unique eigenspectrum, cf. the spectral theorem [15] . That is, an eigenspace H λ of C with eigenspectrum λ = (λ 1 , · · · , λ n−k ) consists of states |ψ satisfying S r |ψ = λ r |ψ , λ r = ±1, here S r being the r-th member in the ordered set S C , 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k. As shown immediately that every eigenspectrum λ corresponds to a syndrome τ ∈ Z n−k 2 , each H λ is referred to as an eigen-invariant subspace of C with syndrome τ . Accordingly, states in obedience to the constraint of n − k linearly independent equations S r |ψ = |ψ , S r ∈ S C , constitute a 2 k -dimensional eigen-invariant subspace H 0 of C with eigenvalues λ r = +1 = (−1) ǫr=0 , i.e., of syndrome τ = ǫ 1 · · · ǫ n−k = 0. Then, there exists an orthonormal frame {|ψ 0,i : i ∈ Z k 2 } in H 0 composed of simultaneous eigenvectors of S r . Let each axial vector of the frame be a basis codeword and, of the syndrome 0, every vector in H 0 is a codeword, too. Thereby H 0 is regarded as the codeword subspace. Since, for every S 0 ∈ Γ 0 and |ψ 0 ∈ H 0 , S r (S 0 |ψ 0 ) = S 0 S r |ψ 0 = S 0 |ψ 0 for all S r ∈ S C owing to the commuting of Γ 0 and C, cf. Lemma 5, the inclusion S 0 |ψ 0 ∈ H 0 is acquired, leading to the invariance Γ 0 (H 0 ) ⊂ H 0 .
By applying an arbitrary spinor S τ ∈ Γ τ =0 to each basis codeword |ψ 0,i , an orthonormal frame {|ψ τ,i = S τ |ψ 0,i } of dimension 2 k is built, τ ∈ Z n−k 2 . In virtue of the fact S r |ψ τ,i = λ r |ψ τ,i = (−1) ǫr |ψ τ,i based on S r S τ = (−1) ǫr S τ S r for every S r ∈ S C , each axial vector of this frame is an eigenstate of S r with eigenvalue (−1) ǫr and is thus considered a corrupted state of syndrome τ = ǫ 1 ǫ 2 · · · ǫ n−k , cf. Definition 5. Any state spanned by these axial vectors is also a corrupted state of the same syndrome. An eigen-invariant subspace H τ of corrupted states with syndrome τ is then introduced. Similarly, given every
In general, for every spinor S υ ∈ Γ υ and state |ψ τ ∈ H τ , there attains S r (S υ |ψ τ ) = (−1) σr S υ S r |ψ τ = (−1) σr +ǫr S υ |ψ τ for every S r ∈ S C and the r-th digits σ r and ǫ r from υ and τ , which implies S υ |ψ τ ∈ H τ +υ . This unveils the duality, spinors as operators vs states as operatees,
Hence, the space of n-qubt states H = τ ∈Z n−k 2 H τ is partitioned into a number 2 n−k of eigen-invariant subspaces H τ of C. Suppose two corrupted states |ψ τ,i and |ψ υ,j are of different syndromes τ and υ. Note the existence of ǫr = σr elicited by Sr ∈ S C , i.e., ǫr and σr being ther-th digits of τ and υ. The orthogonality ψ υ,j |ψ τ,i = 0 is rooted in the sign discrepancy
It concludes that eigen-invariant subspaces of distinct syndromes are orthogonal.
The successive is the orthogonality connecting spinors and codewords.
Corollary 2 In a partition [n, k, C], the orthogonality condition
holds for basis codewords |ψ 0,i and |ψ 0,j , and two spinors S τ, µ ∈ W τ,µ and S υ,
The circumstance of two spinors in different blocks is affirmed by Eq. 2.9. Given
The global phase χ differs in two scenarios, either χ = ±1 if the two spinors commute, i.e., both in a same abelian (conditioned) subspace, or χ = ±i if they anticommute, respectively in one of abelian subspaces of W τ, µ , cf. Theorem 1. This foretells the concept of coset spinor as stated in Lemma 6. While, the case of two spinors in distinct cosets of a block, errors uncorrectable, will be elucidated in Lemma 15.
The concept of coset spinor is essential throughout the work.
Lemma 6
In a partition [n, k, C], the concept a spinor is a coset spinor conveys two implications, the correction equivalence that an error is correctable by any member in a same coset, and the code degeneracy that a correctable error set allows spinors in a same coset.
Proof. To prove the first implication, similarly, assume S τ, µ and S ′ τ, µ in a same coset W τ, µ . Since S ′ τ, µ S τ, µ ∈ C, the codeword χ|ψ = S ′ τ, µ S τ, µ |ψ is recovered from a corruption S τ, µ |ψ by performing the correction operator S ′ τ, µ , either χ = ±1 if the two spinors commute or χ = ±i if they anticommute, cf. Corollary 2.
The assertion that an error of spinor is correctable by any member of a same coset bears a reciprocal implication that errors of a same coset can be corrected by any spinor of the same coset, namely the code degeneracy.
Not simply for herself, a spinor stands for every fellow member of a same coset in terms of the correction equivalence and the code degeneracy.
The continued assertions concern the error correction within a partition.
Proof. To be detectable, an error has to exhibit a syndrome τ = 0.
Lemma 8 In a partition [n, k, C], two errors are uncorrectable if they are in distinct cosets of a same block.
Proof. Let S τ, µ ∈ W τ, µ and S τ, ν ∈ W τ, ν be two such spinors, µ, ν ∈ Z 2k 2 and µ = ν. With a codeword |ψ of C, the corrupted states S τ, µ |ψ and S τ, ν |ψ are indistinguishable due to a same syndrome τ ∈ Z n−k 2 . Since S τ, ν S τ, µ ∈ Γ 0 − C, a mistaken correction S τ, ν S τ, µ |ψ turns to be an undetectable corrupted state, albeit remaining in the invariant subspace H 0 .
Theorem 3 An error set E is correctable by a partition [n, k, C] iff two arbitrary spinors of E are either in different blocks or in a same coset of a block within this partition.
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Lemmas 6 and 8. Notice that the code degeneracy is by default admitted. The prerequisite is placed that no spinor of E is allowed
The condition of t-error correction is induced straightaway.
Proof. It is reasonable in practice to presume t < n/2. Noteworthily, every spinor of weight ≤ 2t is also a bi-additive of two errors of weight ≤ t. Since two correctable errors by Theorem 3 are either in distinct blocks or in a same coset of a block, the subspace Γ 0 − C embraces no spinor of weight ≤ 2t, which validates one implication. The assumption of the other implication compels the product, of weight ≤ 2t, of every pair of errors either in C or in a block Γ τ =0 , that is, the two spinors are either in a same coset of a block or in distinct blocks. This is in agreement with the condition of Theorem 3.
Intrinsic Coordinate
To prepare fault tolerant encodes in a partition, a special coordinate is required.
Definition 6
The intrinsic Cartan subalgebra
is a maximal abelain subalgebra of su(2 n ) composed of diagonal spinors of n qubits.
The set of phase strings {ξ} from C [0] assembles the group Z n 2 under the bitwise addition.
There exist a number n−k r=0
of k-th maximal bi-subalgebras in every Cartan subalgebra C of su(2 n ), including the intrinsic C [0] [11] [12] [13] .
Lemma 10 Every Hamming code [n, k] is embeddable into the partition [n, k, C] generated by a k-th maximal bi-subalgebra C of a Cartan subalgebra in su(2 n ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, a choice of partition yielt with a diagonal k-th maximal bi-subalgebra of the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra C [0] ⊂ su(2 n ) is here provided. A Hamming code [n, k] is known to be a partition under the bitwise addition, consisting of a number 2 n−k
, ν m ∈ Z 2k 2 and 1 ≤ m ≤ 2 k . Thus, the seed coset C 0 grows into the block Γ 0 formed by the 2 2k cosets {W 0,
βτ +α h ∈ Γ τ , and the coset C τ enlarges to the block Γ τ of syndrome τ constituted by the 2 2k
The partition [n, k, C] is a quantum extension of a Hamming code [n, k].
Amongst bi-subalgebras of C [0] , the intrinsic bi-subalgebra accommodates the intrinsic coordinate.
Lemma 11
The intrinsic bi-subalgebra of the k-th maximum
12)
of the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra C [0] ⊂ su(2 n ), has the eigenstates |τ ⊗ |i that form the intrinsic coordinate, τ ∈ Z n−k 2 and i ∈ Z k 2 , here S ζ 0 being a diagonal spinor of su(2 n−k ) and S 0 0 the identity of su(2 k ). Proof. Obviously,Ĉ is also k-th maximal in C [0] . Since S ζ 0 ⊗ S 0 0 |τ ⊗ |i = (−1) ζ·τ |τ ⊗ |i via Eq. 2.5, each |τ ⊗ |i is an eigenstate of S ζ 0 ⊗ S 0 0 ∈Ĉ with eigenvaule (−1) ζ·τ . The basis state |τ of n − k qubits may be referred to as the encode part that carries a syndrome, and the k-qubit basis state |i as the origin part.
Recall that, bridged by the exponential mapping i(−i) ξ·γ S ξ γ = e i π 4 (−i) ξ·γ S ξ γ , a spinor S ξ γ plays both the roles of an algebraic generator and a group action. In the intrinsic coordinate, the QAP structure is read in exact components.
Lemma 12
In the partition [n, k,Ĉ] generated by the intrinsic bi-subalgebraĈ ⊂ su(2 n ), each blockΓ τ = µ∈Z 2k 2Ŵ τ, µ consists of a number 2 2k of cosets of the same syndrome τ ∈ Z n−k
13)
subscripted with the coset index µ = ς • κ ∈ Z 2k 2 , S ζ τ ∈ su(2 n−k ) and S ς κ ∈ su(2 k ). Proof. This lemma is Lemma 5 in the intrinsic coordinate. Remind that by Definition 5 the syndrome of a coset is etched with respect to an ordered set of n − k independent spinors taken fromĈ, for instance the setŜĈ as of Lemma 14. The seed blockΓ 0 = µ∈Z 2k 2Ŵ 0, µ is the union of 2 2k cosets of the formŴ 0,
} of block Γ τ , pertaining to the coset index µ = ς • κ, is produced through the bi-addition of spinors inŴ 0, µ ⊂Γ 0 with S 0 τ ⊗ S 0 0 ∈Γ τ . The linking amongst cosets is evinced in terms of the closure that the bi-additive S ζ+η τ +υ ⊗ S ς+π κ+ω of two generators S ζ τ ⊗ S ς κ ∈Ŵ τ, µ and S η υ ⊗ S π ω ∈Ŵ υ, ν is inŴ τ +υ, µ+ν , ν = π • ω. The operator S ζ acts on states of n − k qubits, and S ς κ on those of k qubits. Furthermore, all spinors inŴ τ, µ share an identical part of k qubits S ς κ , noting µ = ς • κ. It is therefore legitimate to identify the k-qubit part S ς κ with the cosetŴ τ, µ . This identification is a manifestation of the concept of coset spinor, cf. Lemma 6, and is crucial to the construction of fault tolerant encodes in Section 5.
Similar to the procedure of Lemma 5, let a number 2k of spinors {S for all 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 2k, the generators S ςp κp span a Lie algebra isomorphic to su(2 k ). Moreover, among the 2k independent spinors S ζp 0 ⊗S ςp κp , it allows multiple options of a set of k commuting members, for instance {S ζ l 0 ⊗ S ς l 0 : 1 ≤ l ≤ k}, to span a Cartan subalgebra of su(2 n ) witĥ C [11, 12] .
Lemma 13
The QAP generated by the intrinsic bi-subalgebraĈ of the k-th maximum in the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra C [0] ⊂ su(2 n ) is schematically illustrated as follows,
S ζ 0 , S η τ and S ξ τ ∈ su(2 n−k ), S ς κ ∈ su(2 k ) with S 0 0 as the identity, and W 0 τ =0, µ=0 = {0} being a null subspace, ǫ ∈ Z 2 .
Proof. This lemma is Theorem 1 in the intrinsic coordinate. For example, consider two
An explicit duality of partitions of spinors and codewords is shown.
Lemma 14
Given an ordered set of a number n − k of independent spinorsŜĈ = {S ζr 0 ⊗ S 0 0 : ζ r = σ r,1 σ r,2 · · · σ r,n−k ∈ Z n−k 2 and σ ru = δ ru , r, u = 1, 2, · · · , n−k} inĈ, the space of n-qubit states admits a decomposition H = τ ∈Z n−k 2Ĥ τ of disjoint eigen-invariant subspaces of the intrinsic bi-subalgebraĈ, where eachĤ τ of syndrome τ is spanned by the orthonormal basis {|τ ⊗ |i : i ∈ Z k 2 } of dimension 2 k . Proof. This lemma is Theorem 2 in the intrinsic coordinate. Since S ζr 0 ⊗ S 0 0 |τ ⊗ |i = (−1) ζr·τ |τ ⊗ |i through Eq. 2.5 for each τ ∈ Z n−k 2 , S ζr 0 ⊗ S 0 0 being the r-th member in the ordered setŜĈ, the basis {|τ ⊗ |i : i ∈ Z k 2 } spans a 2 k -dimensional eigen-invariant subspace H τ ofĈ with syndrome τ = ǫ 1 ǫ 2 · · · ǫ n−k , ǫ r = ζ r · τ ∈ Z 2 . Every |τ ⊗ |i ∈Ĥ τ is a corrupted state of syndrome τ = 0, and |0 ⊗ |i is a basis codeword of the codeword subspaceĤ 0 . Furthermore, the dualityΓ υ (Ĥ τ ) ⊂Ĥ τ +υ is unveiled in this coordinate straightforwardly S η υ ⊗ S π ω |τ ⊗ |i = (−1) η·(τ +υ)+π·(i+ω) |τ + υ ⊗ |i + ω ∈Ĥ τ +υ for every S η υ ⊗ S π ω ∈Γ υ and |τ ⊗ |i ∈Ĥ τ , cf. Lemmas 11 and 12. Apparently,Γ 0 (Ĥ 0 ) ⊂Ĥ 0 andΓ 0 (Ĥ τ ) ⊂Ĥ τ .
As indicated in the proof of Lemma 12, a number 2k of spinors chosen respectively from the same number of independent cosets inΓ 0 −Ĉ generate a Lie algebra isomorphic to su(2 k ). Alternatively, the identity S ζ 0 ⊗ S ς κ |0 ⊗ |i = (−1) ς·(i+κ) |0 ⊗ |i + κ via Eq. 2.5 reaffirms the duty of S ζ 0 ⊗ S ς κ ∈Γ 0 −Ĉ to appear as an elementary operation of k qubits. The general form of orthogonality condition is spelled in the intrinsic coordinate.
Lemma 15
In the partition [n, k,Ĉ], the orthogonality is satisfied
and κ, ω, ς, π ∈ Z k 2 . Proof. In the substitution of basis codewords and spinors |ψ 0,i = |0 ⊗ |i , |ψ 0,j = |0 ⊗ |j , S τ, µ = S ζ τ ⊗ S ς κ ∈ W τ, µ and S υ, ν = S η υ ⊗ S π ω ∈ W υ, ν subscripted with coset indices µ = ς • κ and ν = π•ω, Eq. 3.15 is the orthogonality condition of Corollary 2 in the intrinsic coordinate. If δ υτ = 0, the two entities S τ, µ and S υ, ν are in distinct blocks. Whereas the two spinors are in a same coset of a block, if δ υτ = 1 and δ µν = 1 as ς = π and κ = ω. The latter scenario reflects the code degeneracy implied by the concept of coset spinor, cf. Lemma 6. In regard to δ υτ = 1 and S π ω = ±S ς κ , i.e., ν = µ, the two spinors are in different cosets of a same block Γ τ =0 , namely errors uncorrectable, referring to Lemma 8.
Despite in the intrinsic coordinate, Eq. 3.15 portraying the algebraic scenarios of the three cases respectively is protected under a spinor-to-spinor mapping expounded in the next section and is thus generally true irrespective of coordinate choices. Importantly, it is easy to assert the equivalence of this orthogonality and the condition, necessary and sufficient, for the error correction in [4] .
Encoding
This section addresses the QAP transformation, basically a translation of Section 6 in [13] .
with the identity S 0 0 ∈ su(2 n ), 0 ≤ θ < 2π. Proof. Refer to [11] for the derivation.
The s-rotation e iθ(−i) ζ·α S ζ α is an exponential transformation of (−i) ζ·α S ζ α , a rotation acting on the space of n-qubit states, albeit not a rotation about the axis along this spinor. Remind that a spinor serves as an algebraic generator and also a group action.
Lemma 17 An s-rotation R ζ α (θ) ∈ SU (2 n ) is a spinor-to-spinor mapping as θ = ± π 2 , ± π 4 .
Proof. By applying R ζ α (θ) to a spinor (−i) η·β S η β , it obtains
For the detailed derivation, refer to [11] . The operator remains invariant if η · α + ζ · β = 0, 2, that is,
The hermiticity is maintained by the arithmetic that the inner product ζ ·α counts the number of the 1-qubit component S 1 1 occurring in an n-qubit spinor S ζ α , and the accumulated exponent ζ · α of a phase (±i) ζ·α is modulo 4.
Lemma 18 Every spinor-to-spinor mapping preserves the bi-addition respecting the relation Proof. This lemma is verified by equaling the two identities
and
Theorem 4 Every spinor-to-spinor mapping is QAP preserving.
Proof. Attributed to the bi-addition preserving asserted in Lemma 18, a spinor-to-spinor mapping is coset preserving and upholds the structure of bi-subalgebra partition. Commuting with the bi-subalgebra C of a partition [n, k, C], the seed block Γ 0 is maintained by this transformation, and thus so is every other block, that is, block preserving. Moreover, the unitarity of the transformation protects the commutation relation of every pair of spinors. Hence, the QAP structure is preserved under a spinor-to-spinor mapping.
The succeeding assertion details the procedure of constructing spinor-to-spinor mappings for the QAP transformation. Proof. The key is to alter spinors in the ordered set S 1 one by one but keep the preceding members invariant. In brief, after applications of the first p− 1 evolutions Q r of the sequential mapping Q = Q 1 Q 2 · · · Q 2n , 1 ≤ r < p ≤ 2n, by which the r-th member S ξr γr ∈ S 1 is converted into S µr νr ∈ S 2 and the p-th S To build Q p , three occasions are considered. The pair of spinors S ιp ̟p and S µp νp are identical apart from a sign ±1 on the 1st occasion, anticommuting secondly, and on the 3rd commuting but unequal. As p = 1, the linear equations ς p · ν r + µ r · τ p = 0 of the parity constraint are of no effect owing to the absence of preceding S µr νr . On the 1st occasion, there have a number 2 2n−p of solutions Q p = R ςp τp ( π 2 ) under the condition consisting of a number p of linearly independent equations of parity constraint I ς p · ν p + µ p · τ p = 1 and ς p · ν r + µ r · τ p = 0 based on Eq. and fixes the preceding spinors S µr νr given the conditions µ r · (̟ p + ν p ) + (ι p + µ p ) · ν r = 0 granted from the assumption of identical commutation relations µ r · ̟ p + ι p · ν r = µ r · ν p + µ p · ν r . Now, come to Q p = Q p1 Q p2 on the 3rd occasion. There exist a number 2 2n−p−1 of candidates Q p1 = R ςp τp ( π 4 ) as in Eq. 4.20, each of which transforms ±S ιp ̟p to ±S ιp+ςp ̟p+τp and leaves the preceding S µr νr unamended thanks to a number p + 1 of linearly independent equations of parity constraint II ς p ·̟ p +ι p ·τ p = 1, ς p ·ν p +µ p ·τ p = 1 and ς p ·ν r +µ r ·τ p = 0, 1 ≤ r < p ≤ 2n, cf. Eq. 2.4. Successively, the spinor ±S ιp+ςp ̟p+τp is mapped to S µp νp via Q p2 = R ιp+ςp+µp ̟p+τp+νp (± π 4 ) with an appropriate angle ± π 4 due to µ p · (̟ p + τ p + ν p ) + (ι p + ς p + µ p ) · ν p = 1. Since µ r · (̟ p + τ p + ν p ) + (ι p + ς p + µ p ) · ν r = 0, the preceding S µr νr remain intact. At the (2n − 1)-th step, only the 3rd occasion needs to be concerned, p = 2n − 1 ≡ w. Although there are in total 2n linear equations subject to the parity constraint II, one of them is derivable from the other independent 2n−1. To assert this fact, it requires showing that S ιw ̟w belongs to the bi-subalgebra B spanned by the 2n − 1 independent spinors S µ r ′ ν r ′ , 1 ≤ r ′ < w, and S µw νw . Assume that S ιw ̟w / ∈ B. The identities (ι w + µ w ) · ν r ′ + µ r ′ · (̟ w + ν w ) = 0 are ascribed to the commutation relations ι w ·ν r ′ +µ r ′ ·̟ w = µ w ·ν r ′ +µ r ′ ·ν w . Next, in view of the commuting of S ιw ̟w and S µw νw , there attain the two identities (ι w + µ w ) · ̟ w + ι w · (̟ w + ν w ) = 0 and (ι w + µ w ) · ν w + µ w · (̟ w + ν w ) = 0. Accordingly, these identities induce the implication that the bi-additive S ιw+µw ̟w+νw commutes with the 2n independent spinors {S µ r ′ ν r ′ , S µw νw , S ιw ̟w : 1 ≤ r ′ < w}, namely S ιw +µw ̟w +νw = ±S 0 0 , which contradicts the assumption S ιw ̟w = ±S µw νw . This affirms S ιw ̟w ∈ B and the fact that the equation ς w · ̟ w + ι w · τ w = 1 of constraint II can be derived from the other independent 2n − 1. As a result, the evolution Q w1 of Q w = Q w1 Q w2 has two solutions.
Finally, at step 2n, the operation Q 2n on the first two occasions respectively is produced through the same procedure as at the p-th step. On the 3rd occasion, the identities (ι 2n + ν 2n ) · ν r ′′ + µ r ′′ · (̟ 2n + ν 2n ) = 0, 1 ≤ r ′′ < 2n, are earned from the commutation relations ι 2n · ν r ′′ + µ r ′′ · ̟ 2n = µ 2n · ν r ′′ + µ r ′′ · ν 2n . In addition, the assumption of the commuting S ι2n ̟2n and S µ2n ν2n yields the identity (ι 2n + ν 2n ) · ν 2n + µ 2n · (̟ 2n + ν 2n ) = 0. Likewise, these 2n identities lead to the fact S ι2n+µ2n ̟2n+ν2n = ±S 0 0 . That is, the 3rd occasion reduces to the 1st.
Corollary 4
Given an ordered set of n − k independent spinors S ′ C = {S ξg γg : g = 1, 2, · · · , n − k} from a bi-subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ), there exist a number k of spinors {S ξm γm : m = n − k + 1, · · · , n} in su(2 n ) − C to span a Cartan subalgebra C with S ′ C , and a number n of S µt νt ∈ su(2 n ) − C are independent under the bi-addition iff the associated strings ω t = ǫ t1 ǫ t2 · · · ǫ tn are independent under the bitwise addition, ǫ ts = µ t · γ s + ξ s · ν t ∈ Z 2 being the parities arising from the commutability of S µt νt with the former n members S ξs γs , s, t = 1, 2, · · · , n. Proof. By solving a number n−k of independent linear equations of parities ξ m ·γ g +ξ g ·γ m = 0 for all S ξg γg ∈ S ′ C , 1 ≤ g ≤ n − k and n − k + 1 ≤ m ≤ n, there exist multiple solutions of k independent spinors S ξm γm to span a Cartan subalgebra C with S ′ C , referring to [11, 12] or the proof of Lemma 12. It is evident that every bi-additive S µt+µ h νt+ν h of S µt νt and S µ h ν h corresponds to the bitwise addition ω t + ω h of two strings ω t and ω h , 1 ≤ t, h ≤ n. Thus, the implication is validated that the set of latter n spinors is independent iff so is the set of their associated strings.
A preferred selection of an ordered set of 2n independent spinors contains all S ξs γs and the 2nd half S µt νt composed of k members from the same number of independent cosets in Γ 0 − C and n − k independent members respectively from distinct blocks Γ τ =0 . A such ordered set in the partition [n, k,Ĉ] of the intrinsic coordinate is suggested, cf. Lemma 12,
τ l ⊗ S 0 0 : l = 1, 2, · · · , n − k, and u = 1, 2, · · · , k}, (4.24)
here ζ l = ̺ l,1 ̺ l,2 · · · ̺ l,n−k ∈ Z n−k 2 obeying ̺ l,l ′ = δ ll ′ for 1 ≤ l ′ ≤ n−k, ς u = ι u,1 ι u,2 · · · ι u,k ∈ Z k 2 fulfilling ι u,u ′ = δ uu ′ for 1 ≤ u ′ ≤ k, κ u = ς u−k+1 and τ l = ζ n−k−l+1 . The first n − k independent membersŜ l are picked fromĈ, the 2kŜ n−k+u andŜ n+u from independent cosets inΓ 0 −Ĉ, and the rest n − kŜ n+k+l from independent blocks Γ τ l =0 . In this set, the first n spinors span the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra of su(2 n ). As to the last n members, eacĥ S n+u is associated with the string ω u = ǫ 1 ǫ 2 · · · ǫ n ∈ Z n 2 carrying ǫ n−u+1 = 1 and ǫ h = 0 if h = n − u + 1, and everyŜ n+k+l of the string ω k+l = ̺ 1 ̺ 2 · · · ̺ n possessing ̺ n−k−l+1 = 1 and ̺ h = 0 if h = n − k − l + 1.
Maneuvering a QAP transformation begins with the assignment S 2 =Ŝ of the suggested set of Eq. 4.24 in the intrinsic coordinate. Let the other ordered set S 1 of 2n independent spinors that enjoys the identical commutation relations as those of S 2 and respects the independence condition of Corollary 4 be drawn from the partition [n, k, C] by solving linear equations of parities of Theorem 5, referring to the proof of Corollary 5 for its existence. According to Theorem 5 again, there provide a number 2n of sequential spinor-to-spinor operations {Q † p : p = 1, 2, · · · , 2n} recursively changing each member of S 1 to her opposite in S 2 , and thus mapping [n, k, C] to [n, k,Ĉ].
Nonetheless, it costs less to transmute [n, k,Ĉ] to [n, k, C] simply by turningĈ into C, namely applying only the last n − k evolutions Q n−k , · · · , Q 1 of the sequential operations {Qp :p = 2n, 2n − 1, · · · , 1}, which is regarded as an encoding [16] .
Corollary 5 Transforming the partition [n, k,Ĉ] into [n, k, C] is achievable by an encoding Q en ∈ SU (2 n ) that converts the intrinsic bi-subalgebraĈ to C = Q enĈ Q † en . Proof. Reminisce in Lemma 14 that the ordered setŜĈ = {S ζr 0 ⊗ S 0 0 : r = 1, 2, · · · , n − k} is designated fromĈ. Endowed with the truth that a partition is determined by its generating bisubalgebra, an encoding transforms [n, k,Ĉ] into [n, k, C] by convertingĈ to C, specifically with the procedure of Theorem 5 mappingŜĈ ofĈ spinor by spinor to an independent ordered set S ′ C of C as in Corollary 4. The immense freedom of selecting S ′ C from C gives a combinatorially large number of all versions of encodings N = n−k−1 l=0
(2 n−k − 2 l ). Meanwhile, there have at least the number N of candidates of an independent ordered set S 1 sharing the identical commutation relations with those ofŜ, cf. Corollary 4, for each of which is easily acquired by mappingŜ to the partition [n, k, C] via an encoding.
After exercising the inverse of the encoding Q † en = Q † n−k · · · Q † 1 , each coset W τ, µ of C is altered to a cosetŴ τ ′ , µ ′ ofĈ with the syndrome τ ′ ∈ Z n−k 2 . Whereas, every syndrome retains τ ′ = τ under Q † en if the ordered set S ′ C ⊂ S 1 is identical to S C comprising the detection operators appointed from C, cf. Definition 5. This alignment S ′ C = S C is assumed in the following exposition. The cosetŴ τ, µ ′ of coset index µ ′ further switches toŴ τ, µ of index µ through the next 2k evolutions Q † n+k · · · Q † n−k+1 . And, finally, each of the last n − k {Q † p ′ : p ′ = n + k + 1, n + k + 2, · · · , 2n} permutes spinors in a same coset [16] .
Fault Tolerance
The formulation of fault tolerant encodes is guided by two criteria.
Proposition 1 For the partition [n, k, C] generated by a bi-subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ), an action U ∈ SU (2 n ) is fault tolerant by fulfilling two criteria, the eigen-invariance, i.e., SU |ψ = U |ψ for each spinor S ∈ C and every codeword |ψ , and the error correction against an error set E, i.e., U S β |ψ = α∈ Z n−k 2 −{0} x αβ S α, ν U |ψ for S β ∈ E with S α, ν in a coset W α, ν uniquely from each block Γ α , ν ∈ Z 2k 2 and x αβ ∈ C. The criterion of eigen-invariance obliges U |ψ to stay as a codeword of C, to which the partition [n, k, C] is applicable. The 2nd criterion is to pledge every error of E correctable by [n, k, C], that is, referring to Theorem 3, a corruption U S β |ψ affected by an error S β ∈ E admits a linear expansion in correctable states S α, ν U |ψ , here S α, ν being an arbitrary spinor from a single coset W α, ν in Γ α . The derivation is conducted in the intrinsic coordinate.
Lemma 19 In the partition [n, k,Ĉ] generated by the intrinsic bi-subalgebraĈ, an eigeninvariant actionÛ ∈ SU (2 n ) takes the block-diagonal form
|0 , |α and |β being respectively a basis state of n − k qubits.
Proof. An eigen-invariant actionÛ is required to satisfy the condition
for each spinor S ζ 0 ⊗ S 0 0 ∈Ĉ and every basis codeword |0 ⊗ |i , ζ ∈ Z n−k 2 and i ∈ Z k 2 . Let a 2 n × 2 n matrix be cast aŝ With respect to each basis state |α , the equality
is attained for all ζ ∈ Z n−k 2 and i ∈ Z k 2 . Since, for every α = 0, there exists a string ζ ∈ Z n−k 2 enjoying ζ · α = 1, in general −2|α ⊗ M α,0 |i = 0 unless M α,0 = O, the zero matrix. Hence, the matrixÛ is put intô
In virtue ofÛ †Û =ÛÛ † = I 2 n , the matrixÛ is settled aŝ
|α β| ⊗ M α,β . (5.33) By denoting Ω = α, β =0 |α β| ⊗ M α,β , the unitarity
is drawn. With further denoting the operation Λ = |0 0| ⊗ M 0,0 , an eigen-invariant action of the block-diagonal formÛ = Λ ⊕ Ω is acquired. It is apparent that the productÛ 2Û1 of two eigen-invariant actionsÛ 1 = Λ 1 ⊕ Ω 1 andÛ 2 = Λ 2 ⊕ Ω 2 remains eigen-invariant owing tô
The eigen-invariance leaves great freedom of choosing Ω that grants the redundancy demanded in the error correction as shown in Lemma 22. The next two assertions confirms the function authenticity of the operatorÛ = Λ ⊕ Ω. holds for the operation U = QÛ Q † acting on the basis state |ī = Q|0 ⊗ |i of n qubits via a unitary transformation Q ∈ SU (2 n ), here |j = Q|0 ⊗ |j andÛ = Λ ⊕ Ω ∈ SU (2 n ) being block diagonal, Λ = |0 0| ⊗ M 0,0 , Ω = α,β =0 |α β| ⊗ M α,β , M α,β ∈ C 2 k ×2 k , and |0 , |α and |β being a basis state of n − k qubits.
Proof. The validity of this lemma is attributed to the factÛ |0 ⊗ |i = j a ji |0 ⊗ |j in the intrinsic coordinate, and performing Q is simply a coordinate transformation.
Lemma 21 Given an equality M 2 M 1 |i = M 3 |i for three unitary operations M s ∈ SU (2 k ) and a basis state |i of k qubits, s = 1, 2, 3, the same form U 2 U 1 |ī = U 3 |ī is preserved for the operations U s = QÛ s Q † and the basis state |ī = Q|0 ⊗ |i of n qubits via a unitary transformation Q ∈ SU (2 n ), hereÛ s = Λ s ⊕ Ω s ∈ SU (2 n ) being block diagonal,
α,β ∈ C 2 k ×2 k , and |0 , |α and |β being a basis state of n − k qubits.
Proof. Similarly, this lemma will be asserted in the intrinsic coordinate. Notice that in generalÛ 2Û1 =Û 3 unless M 
γ,β . However, the relation is true as actions applied to codewords, namelŷ
An eigen-invariant action correcting errors is derived.
Lemma 22 In the partition [n, k,Ĉ], an eigen-invariant actionÛ = Λ ⊕ Ω associated to a k-qubit action M 0,0 ∈ SU (2 k ), Λ = |0 0| ⊗ M 0,0 and Ω = α,β∈Z n−k
where the k-qubit spinors S β = (−i) ς β ·κ β S ς β κ β and S α = (−i) πα·ωα S πα ωα are respectively the input cosetŴ β, µ(β) of blockΓ β and the output cosetŴ α, ν(α) of blockΓ α , µ(β) = ς β • κ β and ν(α) = π α • ω α , and the unitarity T T † = I 2 n −2 k and T † T = I 2 n −2 k holds for the transfer is reckoned as a coset of errors and subscripted with the coset index ϑ = ς τ • κ τ . Let the part of k qubits of S (τ ) be denoted as S τ = (−i) ςτ ·κτ S ςτ κτ and identified with the cosetŴ τ, ϑ , again referring to Lemma 12. Following the prescription of Theorem 3, the k-qubit part S τ is further recognized as an input cosetŴ β, µ(β) solely designated in blockΓ β , µ(β) = ς β • κ β , i.e.,Ŵ τ, ϑ =Ŵ β, µ(β) as τ = β. Towards the purpose of error correction, it requires a set of input cosets
} consisting of a unique coset chosen from every block as well as being a superset of cosets of errors.
Suppose a corruption affected by an error
IfÛ is error correctable, according to Proposition 1, this corruption allows the expression
Likewise, for the error correction, each spinor S α←֓β = (−i) ξ αβ ·α S ξ αβ α ⊗ (−i) πα·ωα S πα ωα individually belongs to an output cosetŴ α, ν(α) uniquely designated inΓ α , ν(α) = π α • ω α . Abbreviated as S α = (−i) πα·ωα S πα ωα the k-qubit part of S α←֓β is identified with the output cosetŴ α, ν(α) solely inΓ α , and there constitutes a set of output cosets
}. Note that S α←֓β is no necessary correlated to the input spinor S (β) , e.g., the phase ξ αβ = ξ α depending only on the blockΓ α .
By equating Eqs. 5.40 and 5.41, the operator responsible for error corrections is deduced
The requirement ΩΩ † = I 2 n −2 k and Ω † Ω = I 2 n −2 k of Ω in Lemma 19 leads to the unitarity of amplitudes
The unitarity of Eq. 5.43 is briefed as T T † = I 2 n −2 k and T † T = I 2 n −2 k by formulating the transfer amplitude T = α,β =0 i ξ αβ ·α (−i) η β ·β x αβ |α β| ⊗ I 2 k . In the incidence of no correlation ξ αβ = ξ α , Eq. 5.43 reduces to β =0
To ensure the unitarity of the correction operator Ω, the sets of input cosets P in and output cosets P out need be formed in completeness. That is, either of the complete sets is constructed by taking one, and only one, coset from every block. The introduction of P in and P out , as a consequence of identifying the k-qubit part of a spinor with a coset, cf. Lemma 12, is explicitly an articulation of the concept of coset spinor. By default, the two complete sets are no necessarily produced in correlation. A major clue is to prepare P in as a superset of cosets of errors. It is a plausible view that the cosets of P in is transformed into the cosets of P out through a rotation woven from the transfer amplitude T . In building Ω, there is vast freedom to decide the two coset sets P in and P out , and write the transfer amplitude T . Once more an echo of the concept of coset spinor, an identical M α,β is obtained if two inputs S 
The detection of Eq. 5.45 is conducted in use of detectors supported by an ordered set of n − k independent spinors inĈ, for instance, but no restricted to, the ordered setŜĈ as of Lemma 14. The non-error stateÛ |0 ⊗ |i = |0 ⊗ M 0,0 |i occurs with the probability |y 0 | 2 . Subsequently a corrupted state |α ⊗ S α M 0,0 |i of syndrome α arises with the probability | β =0 i ξ αβ ·α y β x αβ | 2 . The non-error state (−i) ξ·α |0 ⊗ M 0,0 |i is recovered by applying a correction operatorŜ α, ν(α) = (−i) ξ·α S ξ α ⊗ S α arbitrarily taken from the single output coset W α, ν(α) in blockΓ α , ν(α) = π α • ω α ∈ Z 2k 2 and the part of k qubits S α = (−i) πα·ωα S πα ωα . Accompanied with a set of correction operators {S α, ν(α) ∈ W α, ν(α) : α ∈ Z n−k 2 } appointed from cosets W α, ν(α) = Q enŴα, ν(α) Q † en , a fault tolerant action U = Q enÛ Q † en is introduced to the partition [n, k, C] via the encoding Q en ∈ SU (2 n ), cf. Corollary 5.
The closure of fault tolerant actions is again a reflection of the concept of coset spinor.
Lemma 23 The product U 2 U 1 of two fault tolerant encodes is fault tolerant if, as in a same block, the input coset of U 2 is identical to the output coset of U 1 .
Proof. It suffices to assert this lemma in the intrinsic coordinate. Following Lemma 22, assume given two fault tolerant actionsÛ h = Λ h ⊕ Ω h associated with M 
βτ and (−i) η β ·β i ξ βτ ·β = 1. The unitarity τ =0 x α ′ τ x * ατ = δ α ′ α and α ′ =0 x * α ′ τ ′ x α ′ τ = δ τ ′ τ is accordingly assured.
The fault tolerance encode of an action is no unique.
Theorem 6 For the partition [n, k, C] generated by a bi-subalgebra C ⊂ su(2 n ) against an error set E, there exist multiple choices of fault tolerant encodes for every action of k qubits.
Proof. Given [n, k, C], the adjoint of an encoding Q † en ∈ SU (2 n ), by Corollary 5, transforms each error E (τ ) ∈ Γ τ of E to a spinor S (τ ) = Q † en E (τ ) Q en = (−i) ητ ·τ S ητ τ ⊗S τ of a coset of errorsŴ τ, ϑ ⊂Γ τ in [n, k,Ĉ] of the intrinsic coordinate, ϑ = ς τ • ω τ and the part of k qubits S τ = (−i) ςτ ·ωτ S ςτ ωτ , cf. Theorem 3 and Lemma 12. Let a fault tolerant actionÛ = Λ ⊕ Ω of the intrinsic coordinate as in Lemma 22 be prepared for a k-qubit action M 0,0 ∈ SU (2 k ), here Λ = |0 0| ⊗ M 0,0 , Ω = α,β =0 |α β| ⊗ (i ξ αβ ·α (−i) η β ·β x αβ S α M 0,0 S β ), and S β being the input cosetŴ β, µ(β) ∈ P in of blockΓ β and S α the output cosetŴ α, ν(α) ∈ P out of blockΓ α . As a must, the next is to identify the input coset with the coset of errorsŴ β, µ(β) =Ŵ τ, ϑ in every same blockΓ β=τ , i.e., S β =S τ if β = τ , referring to Theorem 3. Then, by mappingÛ into U = Q enÛ Q † en , an action of fault tolerance U of M 0,0 encoded in [n, k, C] is delivered, accompanied with a set of correction operators {S α, ν(α) ∈ W α, ν(α) : α ∈ Z n−k 2 } individually from each output coset W α, ν(α) = Q enŴα, ν(α) Q † en . Multiple choices of fault tolerant encodes for a k-qubit action in [n, k, C] lie in great freedom of constructing the encoding Q en and the correction operatior Ω. A huge number of versions of Q en spring from rich options of selecting ordered sets of n − k independent spinors from C, referring to Corollary 5. As explicated in Theorem 7 in [13] , all bi-subalgebras sized the same as C are acquirable via exhaustive spinor-to-spinor mappings, amounting to a combinatorially gigantic number of partitions given n and k. Beware the intractable complexity to further determine admissible partitions correcting an error set. The diversified design of Ω stems from numerous designations of cosets for the two complete sets P in and P out and from the extensive weaving of transfer amplitude T , cf. Lemma 22. Cost deviations [14] , differing in Q en and Ω, escalate when the computation scaling up [16] .
No confined to stabilizer codes, the methodology of creating fault tolerant encodes is also applicable to nonadditive codes through the removing process [16] . In respect of a partition [n, k, C; t] correcting t-errors, cf. Corollary 3, the gap n − k can be arbitrarily squeezed with increasing n and k given mildly rising t, namely the rate R = k n → 1 for very large n and k given t [5] . In corporation with versatile selections of universal sets of gates in accord with constraints and advantages of implementations in practice, it is algorithmically achievable to attain optimized compositions of actions [11, 13, 14] . Synthesizing the two elements paves the way to an Initiative of optimizing scalable fault tolerance quantum computation [17] . The assertion of conclusion may be the beginning of new adventures.
Corollary 6 Every action in every code admits fault tolerance.
